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Purpose

• An open platform to share and listen to EA–related concerns in your organizations
  – Listening to your peers about their concerns and providing feedback or responding
  – Sharing with your peers your concerns and inviting feedback or hear about their experiences in similar situations

• Use the discussion in the open platform to surface issues
  – To provide directions for new research ideas
  – To provide directions for new educational modules

• Provide input to the concurrent sessions on education and research that will follow in this meeting
Some Seed Questions

• What is the position of EA efforts in your organization?
• Are EA efforts prominent in your organization?
• Has EA progressed beyond the IT folks in your organization?
Some More Seed Questions

• What is the status of groups and efforts in your organization about emphasis on EA efforts?
• How is your organization positioned in terms of preparing/developing your employees for EA?
• How do you see EA efforts progressing in your organization in the next few years?
Even More Seed Questions

• What are some of the critical EA concerns in your organization?
• What specific things might this group and/or researchers from this Center do to address these concerns?
• Is your organization well-positioned well to participate in EA research efforts with Penn State faculty / students?
No More Seed Questions

• You Tell Us!

• What have we missed so far?

• Might such an Open Platform be useful on an ongoing basis?